Nearly 300,000 British-made Pattern 1853 Enfield rifle-muskets were used by Confederate troops during the American Civil War.

By Philip Schreier
English Enfields in Confederate Service

In 1861, Howell Cobb of Georgia stood on the floor of the United States Senate and spoke with the full attention of all those who were present to hear him. "We can beat you Yankees, even if we are armed with cornstalks." And with those words Senator Cobb, and the rest of the Georgia delegation in the U.S. Congress, renounced their seats and headed south to take up arms against all those who would dare to challenge Georgia's constitutional right to secede from the Union. Despite the distinguished senator's words, Georgia, and the young Confederacy that the state had joined, were going to need more than cornstalks to repel the Yankee armies descending upon Richmond and other key cities throughout the South.

The Confederacy was fortunate in being home to a number of U.S. armories and arsenals that yielded guns destined for the thousands of men flocking to the Stars and Bars in 1861. It was soon apparent, however, that the supplies of arsenals, state militias and personal firearms would not be enough to sustain a prolonged war against the industrial North.

Caleb Huse, a native Northerner with Southern leanings, accepted a commission from the Confederate government and became a purchasing agent with instructions to buy all the arms in England and Europe that could be of use to the Confederacy. Huse sailed immediately to seek the finest rifle in current use anywhere in the world. He was headed for London, England, and the offices of the London Armoury Company, the makers of the Pattern 1853 Enfield Rifle.

The Pattern 1853 Enfield rifle-musket (P'53) was then the standard arm of the British Army and was a percussion ignition, .577-cal. muzzleloading rifle with five-groove rifling cut with a progressive increase in depth toward the breech. It weighed 8 lbs., 15 ozs. without the triangular socket bayonet attached. The P'53 saw service with British troops in every corner of the globe and quickly became the standard by which all other firearms were measured.

Huse's initial efforts resulted in the purchase of 3,500 rifles from English firms during the summer of 1861. These guns were loaded on the 700-ton, iron-screw steamer Bermuda. On August 22, 1861, the Bermuda steamed from Falmouth and ran the Union blockade, arriving in Savannah, Georgia, on September 18, 1861. The majority of these P'53 rifles were Barnett marked. Only 1,200 were manufactured by the London Armoury Co. These were the first rifles to reach Confederate soil since the start of the war.

With the two main rifle factories in England and Birmingham, it was important for Huse to turn to the smaller contractors to fulfill his needs. He turned to the rifle makers in and around the cities of London and Birmingham. It was important to note that England, the home of the industrial revolution, was not as industrially advanced as America at the time. Few factories were producing goods on what we would now call the "assembly-line" process. In fact, the assembly line process and the concept of interchangeable parts was pioneered by Eli Whitney and in use in American armories as early as 1841. By the 1860s, only the government factory at Enfield and the London Armoury Co. were using standard gauges in the production of firearms. All the other P'53 rifles produced during this period were being fabricated by small firms using traditional, hand-made techniques.

The P'53 used in a variety of configurations and modifications to suit the needs of the Confederate soldier. Some were simple rifles with wooden stocks and iron sights, while others were more elaborate, with leather stocks and adjustable sights. The rifles were well received by Confederate soldiers, who found them accurate and reliable.

Despite the initial success of the P'53 in the hands of Confederate troops, the supply chain was strained. The Confederacy had to rely on British-made guns to sustain its army throughout the war. The purchase of additional Enfields from English sources continued throughout the conflict, with the bulk of the rifles being produced after 1863. The Enfield rifle proved to be a reliable and effective weapon in the hands of Confederate soldiers, and its legacy lives on in the firearms industry of today.
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Although the .220 Swift remains one of the premier varmint calibers, case volume is too short to make it an ideal target cartridge. While the .220 Swift is definitely not a big game caliber, the recent availability of fast twist barrels and heavy bullets of 64 to 80 grs. has kindled new interest in using the Swift for medium game. It is not without its critics, however. Almost everyone agrees that Hodgdon's new Varget is a superior propellant to IMR 3031. But many prefer Hodgdon's new Varget. Powders as fast as IMR 3031 frequently are used successfully by Swift owners. Nonetheless, my best accuracy has been with 55-gr. bullets in front of powders such as IMR 4831, which are at the slower end of the spectrum.

Other Points
In my experience, match-grade primers do not offer a significant accuracy advantage in the Swift and Magnum primers are recommended.
American-designed and produced machinery. It is not generally believed that any “Windsor” marked P’53 saw Confederate service.

MODELS
The designation “P’53” as it is used in this text, refers to the 1853 Pattern Rifled Musket as adopted by the British Military Ordnance Boards in 1853. Collectors commonly refer to this rifle as the .577-cal. “Three-Banded” rifle. Not unlike most military equipment, changes were necessary almost from the first issuance of the rifle. The P’53 went through four such changes before the Snyder breechloader was adopted in the late 1860s. Here is a brief summary of the four distinctive models.

P’53/1—The first model had screw-clamping barrel bands, a convex-sided backsight, a hammer with a curled tip and a button-topped ramrod with a slight swell. Dates on the locks of these first models are 1854 and 1855.

P’53/2—The second model had solid barrel bands, retained by band springs similar to those of the U.S. Model 1861 Springfield. The sides to the backsight are flat, and the ramrod may be of the first pattern or the improved pattern with a swell and cleaning jag slit head. Lockplate dates are from 1855 to 1858. Sixteen-thousand of this pattern were made in Windsor, Vermont.

P’53/3—This is the most common pattern and the one most closely associated with the American Civil War. The barrel bands are similar to the first model screw-clamp pattern. The sights are graduated to 1000 yds. instead of the previous 900-yd. graduation. The ramrod is thick, straight barrel bands. Very few of these P’53s ever saw service in their original form. Most were converted to Snyder breechloaders beginning in 1865. It is not generally believed that any of these rifles were sold to America during the Civil War.

CONCLUSION
The typical Confederate-issued P’53 is going to be a third model P’53, commercially manufactured by any number of private barrel, stock and lock makers. It will not have the crown and “VR” cipher or any martial view marks. Most Enfields associated with Confederate service do not bear British martial marks. They do have proof, commercial provisional proof and view marks (above) on barrels.

CONFEDERATE ARMS IN THE NATIONAL FIREARMS MUSEUM
Among the more than 2,000 firearms on display in NRA’s new state-of-the-art National Firearms Museum is an impressive collection of original Confederate Civil War arms. In the museum’s “A Nation Asunder” exhibit, there is a .36-cal. Griswold and Gunnison Navy revolver, a .36-cal. Spiler & Burr Navy revolver, several .58-cal. Richmond Armory rifle muskets, a .58-cal. Fayetteville Armory rifle, a Confederate-made .52-cal. S.C. Robinson Sharps-type carbine made in Richmond and a .58-cal. Abe Williams “Sharpsheeter” rifle, among many others. In the “Arms Importation by the U.S.A. and C.S.A.” display, a host of imported arms, including a Barnett P’53 Enfield as illustrated on p. 40, are shown. A significant, and no less impressive, collection of Northern arms is also on display.